
Product Description:

4inch thickened Diamond resin bond diamond floor polishing pads for granite
marble Spiral turbo type Special design for concrete polishing.

Other Applications: 
1. Wet polishing pads are self-adhesive on the Hook and loop back sanding pad, and suitable
for grinding stone, ground tile, ceramic. Suitable for stone polishing, line chamfer, the arc
plate and special-shaped stone processing. it can also be used for processing, repairing and
renovating marble, concrete, cement floor, terrazzo, glass ceramics, artificial stone, tiles,
glazed tiles, vitrified tiles
User manual: Use them from coarse to fine, the final polishing. The whole process takes
water to cool fully, but in the polishing stage,water should not be too much.

2. Wet or Dry polishing pads are self-adhesive on the self Gripping back sanding pad, and
suitable for grinding stone, ground tile, ceramic. Suitable for stone polishing, line chamfer,
the arc plate and special-shaped stone processing. it can also be used for processing,
repairing and renovating marble, concrete, cement floor, terrazzo, glass ceramics, artificial
stone, tiles, glazed tiles, vitrified tiles
User manual: Use them from coarse to fine, the final polishing. The whole process takes
water to cool fully, but in the polishing stage,water should not be too much.

Features:
1). High Quality Polishing;
1). Wet Working, thicker longer working life;  
2). Durable resin compound to make flexible pads;
3). Velcro backed, can be attached to the floor polishing machines;
4). Excellent for granite marble concrete floors polishing restoration
with long lifespan while providing a very nice surface to polish.

Specification:
Spiral turbo type
Diameter 100mm/4"
Total thickness: 9mm
Workable thickness: >=6m
Other available grit size: #50, #100, #200, #400, #800, #1500
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More related products, Pls click here: Diamond Polishing Pads

Packing & Delivery:
1. Diamond resin bond concrete polishing pad packing in carton cases;
2. When tools are in large quantities, they are packing in wooden cases.
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Contact Us: 
Fujian Nanan Boreway Machinery Co.,Ltd.
Address: Huahui Center 605, Shuitou Town,Quanzhou, Fujian, China.
Post Code: 362342
Tel.: 0086-595-86990206
Fax: 0086-595-86990220
Contact: Ally Huang
Mobile/WhatsApp: 0086-13559599186
Wechat/Skype: boreway05
Facebook: 13559599186
E-mail: boreway05@boreway.net
Website: http://www.diamondtools.top
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